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Chapter 3941: Concerns 

 

After coming out of the Nine Emperor Pavilion, Jian Wushuang and Demon Dragon Lord flew side by side 

in the universe void. 

“Master, you could have asked the Nine Emperor Pavilion to hire a fourth-or fifth-level Ruler to help you 

at the cost of a principle true treasure. After all, most fourth-level Rulers, including many fifth-level 

Rulers, don’t have any principle true treasures. I’m afraid that many fourth-or fifth-level Rulers would be 

willing to come at the cost of a principle true treasure,” Demon Dragon Lord said. 

“You may be right.” Jian Wushuang nodded slightly. 

“We can invite experts if we ask the Nine Emperor Pavilion to help us. However, our territory is at the 

edge of the universe. It’s difficult to find a fourth-level Ruler in the nearby Star Fields, let alone a fifth-

level Ruler. Therefore, even if the Nine Emperor Pavilion helps us, the experts we invite must be far 

away from our Star Field. Even if we use the universe passage to teleport, we may not be able to reach 

this Star Field in a short time.” 

“Moreover, even if there are experts who can reach this territory within 1,000 years, I still have many 

concerns,” Jian Wushuang said seriously. 

“Concerns?” Demon Dragon Lord was puzzled. 

“Demon Dragon, you should know that I haven’t cultivated for long, only 200,000 years. However, in 

such a short period of time, I have grown step by step. Although I am only a Principles Master, my battle 

strength is comparable to that of a third-level Ruler. Moreover, I have comprehended a trace of universe 

principle and can even take out a principle supreme treasure. Tell me, is this something that an ordinary 

person can do?” Jian Wushuang looked at Demon Dragon Lord. 

“It’s true that ordinary people can’t do it. Master’s talent is incredible…” Demon Dragon Lord didn’t 

finish his words. 

“Incredible talent can only be one of the factors,” Jian Wushuang interrupted. “No matter how great 

your talent is, if you didn’t get such a great opportunity in this Star Field, you wouldn’t be able to reach 

this level in such a short time. At least, others must think so.” 

Demon Dragon Lord was stunned, then he nodded slowly. 

Indeed, even he thought that Jian Wushuang was too heaven-defying and too abnormal. 

Moreover, such heaven-defying talent could not be achieved purely by relying on his own talent. He 

must have gotten some great opportunities and fortunes. 

“You think so too. Then the problem is, if I really use a principle treasure to invite a fourth or even fifth 

level Ruler, this Ruler is completely out of my control. Although I invited him, who can guarantee his 

character? 



“Maybe he will think that I have a big secret and directly attack me,” Jian Wushuang said. 

“Yes, it’s very possible.” Demon Dragon Lord nodded heavily. 

In fact, Demon Dragon Lord himself did not need to be mentioned. If he was not under Jian Wushuang’s 

control and it was his first time in this Star Field and he knew that Jian Wushuang was an extremely 

monstrous genius, he would definitely have his eyes on Jian Wushuang, even if he was invited by Jian 

Wushuang, he would definitely have his eyes on Jian Wushuang. 

It was not unreasonable for Jian Wushuang to have such concerns. 

“Just the Devil Cloud Star Master alone has put the Divine Beginning Realm in great danger. It’s still on 

the brink of death. Who knows what will happen if another stronger person comes?” Jian Wushuang’s 

eyes were cold. 

He did not dare to gamble or place his hopes on an unfamiliar expert he did not know. 

Instead of relying on an external expert, he might as well rely on himself. 

“Demon Dragon, follow me to Devil Smoke Valley first,” Jian Wushuang said. 

“Yes.” Demon Dragon Lord nodded. 

The two immediately sped up and soon arrived at Devil Smoke Valley, one of the three Universe 

Battlefields. 

“Demon Dragon, wait for me outside Devil Smoke Valley,” Jian Wushuang ordered. 

“Yes,” Demon Dragon Lord answered. 

Jian Wushuang entered Devil Smoke Valley alone and soon arrived at the deepest part of Devil Smoke 

Valley. 

“Life and Death Realm?” 

Jian Wushuang passed the Life and Death Realm, but then he shook his head. “When I left the special 

space, although I came out of the Life and Death Realm, the entrance to the special space might not be 

in the Life and Death Realm. Moreover, there is a great danger in the Life and Death Realm. I’d better 

not take the risk.” 

Jian Wushuang did not choose to enter the Temporal where the experts of the Lingyun branch were 

sleeping through the Life and Death Realm. Instead, he followed the path he had taken to enter the 

Temporal and went to the unknown area in the Magic Smoke Valley, then, he entered the special 

Temporal. 

The gray void was vast and boundless. There was no light or sky or earth. 

There was only a void. 

This special Temporal was completely different from the outside world. 

Fortunately, it was not Jian Wushuang’s first time in this special Temporal. He was not too surprised by 

the environment of this Temporal. He directly flew toward the dark void in front of him. 



Jian Wushuang flew through the dark void for a long time before he saw the huge floating platform in 

front of him. 

Jian Wushuang was very familiar with that platform. 

When he first came to this special Temporal, he was trapped by the 18-terminal formation on the 

platform for 97,000 years. 

In the end, he finally passed the 18-terminal formation with great difficulty and passed the test set up by 

the Lingyun Star Master. He became an inner star disciple of the Lingyun Star lineage and cultivated the 

supreme eternal secret skill. 

At that time, Jian Wushuang had met Wind Devil, a top expert from the Lingyun Star lineage, in this 

special space. 

Wind Devil was an extremely powerful supreme expert. However, he had been seriously injured in the 

battle and had been sleeping in this special space. 

When Jian Wushuang had left this special space, Wind Devil had said that if he encountered any trouble 

in the future, he could come to this special space to seek help. 

Jian Wushuang came here to ask for help. 

“Eh?” 

As soon as Jian Wushuang approached the huge platform, he was immediately attracted by the scene on 

the platform. 

On the platform, a young man wearing armor and with an evil face was waving a golden long spear while 

fighting with six human-shaped statues. 

The aura of this young man was obviously that of a Principles Master, and he had reached the sixth 

realm of the Void Realm. His spear skills were not bad, but it was a pity that his spear skills were not a 

match for the six human-shaped statues, in the battle, he was completely overwhelmed by the six 

human-shaped statues. 

Soon, the young man was defeated and retreated to the center of the high platform. 

At this time, he noticed Jian Wushuang, who had appeared in the void near the high platform. 

Chapter 3942: Emperor Golden Snake 

 

“Emperor Golden Snake.” 

Jian Wushuang appeared on the high platform in a flash. 

“You are, Blood Sword Master?” Emperor Golden Snake, an evil-looking man in armor, was surprised at 

first, but then he was ecstatic. “I made the right bet!” 

“You made the right bet?” Jian Wushuang was confused. 



“Haha, Blood Sword Master, you don’t know this, but I, golden snake, have a deep-seated blood feud. 

My wife and children died at the hands of the same person. That person is King Dongqing.” Golden 

Snake Emperor laughed. 

“King Dongqing?” Jian Wushuang immediately thought of king Dongqing, who was very famous among 

the masters of the principles of this Star Field. 

King Dongqing was an expert who had reached the pinnacle of the six realms. In terms of strength, he 

was much stronger than Emperor Golden Snake. 

“Even in my dreams, I want to kill King Dongqing. Unfortunately, I’m not strong enough to kill him. 

Moreover, I know that my talent is limited. Even if I were given another million or ten million years, I’m 

afraid that I wouldn’t be able to do anything to King Dongqing. Therefore, I can only explore the three 

battlefields and take risks. I hope to get a great opportunity to kill King Dongqing.” 

“But such a great opportunity is hard to come by. I didn’t gain anything for a long time until I found out 

that you survived the Life and Death Realm.” 

“Before you entered the Life and Death Realm, your strength was only average, or even worse than 

mine. But after you came out of the Life and Death Realm, your strength soared and you became the 

number one Principles Master. Later on, you even fought against a Ruler. Obviously, you reached an 

incredible opportunity in the Life and Death Realm and your strength soared.” Emperor Golden Snake 

stared at Jian Wushuang. 

“So, you came to the Life and Death Realm?”Jian Wushuang also looked at Emperor Golden Snake. 

“Yes, the Life and Death Realm has always been a forbidden place. No one has ever come out alive. But 

you came out. Since you came out alive and got a great opportunity, why can’t I? 

“So I chose to gamble. 

“I broke into the Life and Death Realm and encountered several trials and tribulations in the Life and 

Death Realm. Every time, I narrowly escaped death. However, I was lucky and went through several 

trials and tribulations along the way. Only now did I come to this special Temporal and come to this high 

platform. And now, I’ve met you! “Haha. 

“Haha, to be able to meet you in this special Temporal, it means that you really did get a great 

opportunity in this Temporal. I bet correctly!” 

Emperor Golden Snake laughed with a hint of madness. 

Jian Wushuang looked at Emperor Golden Snake with a hint of pity in his eyes. 

Emperor Golden Snake knew that he had come out of the Life and Death Realm alive and that he had 

obtained a great opportunity and his strength had soared, therefore, he took the initiative to enter the 

Life and Death Realm to seek the same great opportunity. 

It had to be said that the Emperor Golden Snake was very crazy. Perhaps it was because he was 

burdened with a deep blood feud, but he had never been able to find any hope of revenge. It was not 

easy for him to finally have a chance in front of him. Even if the chance was slim…he still wanted to grab 

it tightly. 



Unfortunately, the Emperor Golden Snake was destined to be disappointed. 

He had obtained an opportunity in this special Temporal, but as for the increase in his strength, it was 

purely due to his own ability during the process of obtaining the opportunity. 

Emperor Golden Snake’s strength had reached a bottleneck, and he might not be able to break through 

it by himself for a long time. Now that he was trapped in the 18-ultimate formation, he would probably 

be like the previous star-thunder Ruler, he would be trapped until he died, unable to leave. 

“Emperor Golden Snake.” 

Jian Wushuang spoke, “This Temporal is indeed the place where my strength soared. There is indeed a 

great opportunity here, but the condition for obtaining this great opportunity is that you can break 

through the 18-ultimate formation in front of you. You have 10 million years. If you can break through 

the 18-ultimate formation in 10 million years, you will have a chance to seek revenge from King 

Dongqing. But if you can’t, you will have to die here.” 

“10 million years?” Emperor Golden Snake narrowed his eyes and nodded solemnly. “In order to avenge 

my wife and children, I will definitely make it. Blood Sword Master, thank you for telling me this!” 

“I wish you good luck.” 

Jian Wushuang took a deep look at Emperor Golden Snake and immediately left. 

He had long passed the test of the 18-ultimate formation. Now that he wanted to leave, the 18 human-

shaped statues on the high platform naturally did not stop him. 

After passing through the high platform, Jian Wushuang continued to fly into the dark void ahead. 

“The 18-skill formation varies from person to person. Back then, I was only an Immortal Saint, so the 

conditions for me to pass through the 18-skill formation were not that harsh. However, it took me nearly 

100,000 years to barely pass through it. Emperor Golden Snake, on the other hand, is a Principles 

Master. If he wants to pass through the 18-skill formation, the conditions are much harsher.” 

“Unless he has a better understanding of sword principle than most third-level masters like I do, and has 

even created a unique sword skill and two sword formations, it’s almost impossible for him to break 

through the 18-ultimate formation.” Jian Wushuang shook his head and sighed. 

Of course, Emperor Golden Snake had another way to break through the 18-ultimate formation, which 

was to comprehend a trace of the universe principle. But was it possible? 

Even Jian Wushuang had only comprehended a trace of the universe principle with the help of the life 

core fragment of the Immortal Ghost Demon when he had gone to the Dark Magic Region. 

Emperor Golden Snake had never been exposed to the universe principle before, so how could he have 

the chance to comprehend it when he was trapped in the 18-ultimate formation? 

It was because of this that Jian Wushuang wished Emperor Golden Snake good luck. In his opinion, 

Emperor Golden Snake would not be able to walk out of this special Temporal alive. 



“Emperor Golden Snake may have lost his mind due to the death of his wife and children. In order to 

seek revenge, he could do anything. He knew that it would be difficult for him to survive in the Life and 

Death Realm, but he still chose to gamble…” Jian Wushuang sighed. 

“If in a thousand years, the Divine Beginning Realm is defeated in the battle with the Devil Cloud Star, 

the Divine Beginning Realm will completely collapse. Many of my family and friends, as well as countless 

experts in the Divine Beginning Realm, will not be able to escape the evil hands of the Devil Cloud Star. 

At that time, even if I manage to escape, I will be like Emperor Golden Snake. I will go crazy and seek 

revenge against the Devil Cloud Star Master.” 

Seeing Emperor Golden Snake, Jian Wushuang felt pity for him. At the same time, he thought of the 

situation he and the Divine Beginning Realm were facing, and his heart felt heavy. 

At this moment, a golden light appeared in front of Jian Wushuang. 

Chapter 3943: The Bitterness of the Wind Devil 

 

The golden light shone from the deepest part of this special Temporal. As the golden light got closer and 

closer, the light became more and more dazzling. When it approached Jian Wushuang, the golden light 

was like a huge golden sun, it completely illuminated the entire Temporal. 

The golden light dissipated and revealed the appearance of a tall cultivator. 

He was hundreds of feet tall, wearing golden armor, boots, and a golden puppet fighter on his head. He 

also held a golden spear in his hand and looked like a golden war god. 

“Jian Wushuang, greetings, senior Wind Devil.” Jian Wushuang bowed. 

Seeing Wind Devil again, Jian Wushuang was still filled with shock. 

After all, he was a living supreme expert, different from Lord Wu of the Red Cloud World. 

Lord Wu’s divine body was close to collapse, and he had been relying on the Red Cloud World to 

maintain it. Moreover, what Jian Wushuang saw in the Red Cloud World was not Lord Wu’s original 

body, but just an incarnation, Jian Wushuang could not truly experience the power of a supreme expert. 

But this Wind Devil in front of him was his original body. 

Although this Wind Devil was still not in his peak state, and perhaps had not recovered 20-30% of his 

strength, standing in front of Jian Wushuang now, Jian Wushuang felt as if he was facing the entire 

universe, he was so tall and lofty, and he was like a speck of dust in the universe, very small. 

Jian Wushuang felt that if Wind Devil wanted to, he could kill him countless times with just a glance. 

“Little guy, how long have you been away from this space and time? Why are you back so soon?” Wind 

Devil, who was in golden armor and looked like a god of war, fixed his long and narrow eyes on Jian 

Wushuang. “Oh, I’ve broken through to Principles Master, and…I can sense the existence of a trace of 

universe principle in you. What’s going on?” 



“Senior Wind Devil, I’ve already comprehended a trace of universe principle,” Jian Wushuang said and 

waved his hand. Immediately, the trace of universe principle power condensed in his hand. 

“As expected, hahaha!” Wind Devil’s eyes lit up, and then he burst into laughter. His laughter was grand 

and ancient, so grand that it caused the Temporal to tremble crazily. “A Principles Master can 

comprehend a trace of the universe’s principles. You’ve done well for my Lingyun Planet. I was right 

about you.” 

“Senior Wind Devil, to tell you the truth, I came here to ask for your help,” Jian Wushuang said. 

“Ask for help?” Wind Devil still had a smile on his face. “I did say that if you encounter any problems, 

you can come here to ask for my help. Tell me, what is it?” 

“It’s like this. My hometown, the Divine Beginning Realm, is quite special…” Jian Wushuang briefly 

explained the cause and effect of the incident. “Within a thousand years, if I’m not mistaken, the Devil 

Cloud Star Army will arrive in this Star Field in more than 900 years. At that time, I’m not absolutely sure 

that I can win the war.” 

“Is that so?” Wind Devil understood. “In other words, in more than 900 years, you will have to face a 

Ruler who has reached the fourth level, and this Ruler has taken over a Star Field.” 

“Yes.” Jian Wushuang nodded. 

“That’s a bit troublesome.” Wind Devil frowned. “My brothers were seriously injured in that battle, so 

they can only stay in this special space and sleep with the help of special means. Even if I can wake up 

occasionally, I’ll have to sleep again in a while. Our original bodies won’t be able to help.” 

“Previously, I told you to come find us if you ran into any trouble because I could attach a strand of my 

consciousness to your body. You are a perfect life-form cultivator with abundant divine power, and after 

becoming a Principles Master, your divine power is comparable to that of an ordinary Ruler. If you really 

encounter a powerful enemy, my consciousness will directly take over your divine body.” 

“Although I only have the divine power of an ordinary Ruler, I can easily kill an ordinary first-level or 

second-level Ruler. I can even kill a third-level Ruler who is slightly weaker. This should be enough in 

your Star Field.” 

“But I didn’t expect your opponent to reach the fourth level.” 

Jian Wushuang’s expression changed slightly. 

Wind Devil had been sleeping in this special space ever since the battle. Over the years, some cultivators 

had accidentally entered this special space, Wind Devil knew from those cultivators that the strongest in 

this space was a superior Ruler of the first level. Occasionally, a primary Ruler of the second level would 

appear. 

With such strength, even if Wind Devil’s true body could not attack, he could easily rely on his 

consciousness to attach himself to a Ruler of principles. That was why Wind Devil had confidently told 

him that if he encountered any trouble…he could come and find them. 

But now, it was clear that the opponent he encountered had exceeded Wind Devil’s expectations. 



“I can not kill a fourth-level Ruler with just my consciousness attached to you. I can only give you some 

special treasures that will allow you to kill that Devil Cloud Star Master,” Wind Devil said in a low voice. 

“I have many of these treasures. I can even kill fifth-level Rulers, ultimate Rulers, and even weaker 

paragons, much less fourth-level Rulers. The trouble is that most of these treasures require a certain 

level of cultivation to master or guide them out.” 

“For example, I have a Blood Demon Pearl which contains a terrifying power of Blood Demon. Once 

activated, it can easily kill an ultimate Ruler. However, to activate the power of Blood Demon in the 

Blood Demon Pearl, it requires the strength of a Ruler above level four. As for other treasures, most of 

them are similar to this Blood Demon Pearl.” 

Hearing this, Jian Wushuang was a little dumbfounded. 

He understood what Wind Devil meant. He had treasures that could kill a fourth-level Ruler, but the key 

was that these treasures were of a very high level, and they were not meant to deal with a fourth-level 

Ruler, they were meant to deal with an ultimate Ruler and an Absolute Ruler. It was a waste of his talent 

to deal with a fourth-level Ruler. 

More importantly, he would not be able to use those treasures even if they were given to him. He would 

not be able to draw out the power within those treasures. 

“There’s nothing I can do about it. I’m an Absolute Ruler, after all, and I’m fairly strong amongst 

Absolute Rulers. Although I’ve collected quite a few treasures, they are definitely of a higher level. The 

lower-level ones are only meant to be used against fourth-level and fifth-level Rulers. I’ve long since 

given them to my disciples. It Won’t be easy for you to ask me to find a treasure that can be used 

against fourth-level Rulers, and one that you, the Principles Master, can guide.” 

Wind Devil’s face was also a little bitter. 

Chapter 3944: Bamboo Leaf, Blood Elixir! 

 

“Little guy, don’t worry.” 

Wind Devil suddenly laughed again, “Although I don’t have any treasures that you can use, my brothers 

might have them. So, wait here for a moment. I’ll go and ask my brothers.” 

“Thank you, senior,” Jian Wushuang said. 

Wind Devil immediately turned around and walked toward the deepest part of the Dark Void. Jian 

Wushuang stood there and waited quietly. 

Soon, Wind Devil, who was wearing golden armor, appeared in front of Jian Wushuang again. 

“Little guy, you’re lucky. My brothers have two treasures that can help you.” Wind Devil smiled and 

flipped his hand, a cyan bamboo leaf and a scarlet elixir with a unique aura appeared in front of Jian 

Wushuang. 

“Bamboo Leaf and blood elixir?” Jian Wushuang was stunned. 



He first looked at the cyan bamboo leaf. 

The cyan bamboo leaf looked ordinary to the naked eye and was no different from an ordinary bamboo 

leaf. However, as Jian Wushuang’s consciousness covered it, he found that there was an extremely 

terrifying power hidden in the bamboo leaf. 

This hidden power made Jian Wushuang’s heart skip a beat. 

“This bamboo leaf was originally in the hands of a fifth-level master. If I’m not mistaken, it was 

personally refined by the fifth-level master. It was probably prepared for his disciple. Unfortunately, in 

one encounter, the fifth-level master accidentally offended one of my brothers and was killed by my 

brother, so the bamboo leaf fell into the hands of my brother.” 

Mad Demon smiled. “This bamboo leaf was personally refined by a fifth-level Ruler. Although its method 

is ordinary, it contains part of the power of a fifth-level Ruler. With your current strength, you can barely 

channel this power. Under normal circumstances, killing an ordinary fourth-level Ruler should not be a 

problem.” 

Jian Wushuang’s eyes immediately lit up. 

A treasure refined by a fifth-level Ruler contained part of the power of the fifth-level Ruler? 

As expected, the Devil Cloud Star Master was only a fourth-level Ruler, and he had just made a 

breakthrough. If he guided the power in the bamboo leaf, he might be able to kill the Devil Cloud Star 

Master. 

“What about the blood pill?” Jian Wushuang looked at the scarlet pill again. 

The color of the pill was like blood, and the aura it emitted was very unique. 

Jian Wushuang could not recognize the pill at all. Not only him, but he also could not recognize the Devil 

Flame, which was an ultimate level master when he was alive. 

“This elixir is very special.” Wind Devil’s expression became serious. “It can help you reach a new level of 

strength in a short time, but you will also have to pay a very high price. Unless you have no choice, I 

don’t want you to take this elixir.” 

Jian Wushuang could not help glancing at the scarlet elixir and asked, “If I take this elixir, will I die?” 

“I might survive, but I might die directly,” Wind Devil said directly. 

Jian Wushuang narrowed his eyes slightly. 

He did not expect that the second treasure Wind Devil gave him would be such a costly elixir. 

Once it was swallowed, it would have the power of life. 

“I gave you this elixir as a precaution, but I don’t want you to take it.” Wind Devil stared at Jian 

Wushuang. 

“I understand.” Jian Wushuang nodded heavily and put the bamboo leaves and blood into his 

interspatial ring with a wave of his hand. 



“Well, I’ve given you what I can. You can leave now.” Wind Devil waved his hand. 

“I’ll take my leave.” Jian Wushuang bowed slightly to Wind Devil, then turned around and left. 

Seeing Jian Wushuang leave, Wind Devil curled his lips and followed him back to the depths of this 

special Temporal. 

There, several consciousnesses had woken up for a short time. 

“Fourth brother, how is it?” One of the consciousnesses asked. 

“I’ve given the two treasures to this little guy.” Wind Devil smiled. 

“What did you tell him?” Another consciousnesses asked. 

“I’m telling the truth about the bamboo leaf, but the elixir…I said that the elixir could make him burst 

out with higher battle strength in a short period of time, but the price he had to pay afterward would be 

very high, and it might even lead to his death,” Wind Devil said. 

“You actually said that?” 

“Fourth brother, this little fellow has been deceived miserably by you.” 

“If this little fellow is really forced into a desperate situation one day and then swallowed that medicinal 

pill, and finds out that it’s not what you said, what will happen to him?” 

These few awakened consciousnesses began to chat. 

“If it really comes to that time, he will definitely have the determination to die. With this sort of 

determination, the benefits he will receive from swallowing that medicinal pill will be even greater,” 

Wind Devil said directly. 

“Mm, what you said makes sense.” 

The few ancient existences that were sleeping in this special space and time nodded their heads. 

These few ancient existences were all top experts under the command of the Lingyun planet’s lineage. 

Each of them had the battle prowess of a paragon, and they were considered experts among paragons. 

Back then, they had followed under the command of the Lingyun planet Lord and were his lackeys. In 

that battle, they had also displayed a very strong battle prowess. Unfortunately, the Lingyun planet 

lineage was nearly wiped out in the end, and countless experts were killed, even the master of Lingyun 

has left and gone to God knows where. 

As for the few of them, they all stayed in this special Temporal and fell into a deep sleep. After a long 

period of deep sleep, they were almost no longer involved in the affairs of the world. The reason why 

these consciousness woke up one after another today, and it’s purely because of Jian Wushuang. 

Long years of sleep, not easy to a little guy into their eyes, the most important thing is that this little guy 

is extremely heaven-defying, they will naturally pay more attention to one or two. 

The two treasures that Wind Devil gave Jian Wushuang just now. 



The bamboo leaf was indeed a treasure refined by a fifth-level master, which contained part of its 

offensive power. 

However, the real effect of the blood pill was not the same as what Wind Devil said. As for the price that 

he had to bear after swallowing it, it was actually made up by Wind Devil. 

What a joke. There were not many experts left in the Lingyun Star lineage. Jian Wushuang had only 

become an inner star disciple of the Lingyun Star lineage in recent years. Not only did he pass the test of 

the 18-ultimate formation personally set by the Lingyun Star Master, but he had also become an inner 

star disciple of the Lingyun Star lineage, now, he had grasped a trace of the universe principle at the 

level of a Principles Master. 

The experts of the Lingyun planet must have done their best to protect such a dazzling genius. How 

could they give Jian Wushuang a pill that would endanger his life if he swallowed it as a trump card? 

The reason why the Wind Devil Society said that was because they hoped that Jian Wushuang could rely 

on his own ability to survive this crisis and not use the pill. 

Chapter 3945: Immortal Dipper Battle Formation 

 

Coming out of the special space, Jian Wushuang felt much more relaxed. 

He had come to seek help from the experts of the Lingyun Star lineage. Although he had not obtained 

any treasures or powers that could absolutely kill the Star Master, he had still gained a lot. 

The two treasures that Wind Devil had given him, the bamboo leaf and the blood pill, were both huge 

trump cards that could be used to deal with the Star Master. 

With these two trump cards in hand, Jian Wushuang was naturally more confident in dealing with the 

Star Master. 

Jian Wushuang did not stay in Devil Smoke Valley for long. He quickly left Devil Smoke Valley and met up 

with Demon Dragon Lord. Then, he rushed back to Star Palace as fast as he could. 

After returning to Star Palace, Jian Wushuang immediately went to meet with Daoist Xuan God and the 

others, as well as Ruler Spark. 

“Xuan God, have my subordinates been honest during my time of power?” Jian Wushuang asked. 

“Not bad.” Daoist Xuan God smiled. “I’ve already set aside one of the three Earth Stars under my Star 

Palace for them to live in. Over the years, they’ve been quite well-behaved except for some small 

requests in terms of women, food, and wine.” 

“That’s good.” Jian Wushuang nodded slightly. “My men have been trapped in a prison for a long time. 

I’m afraid they’ve been sullen for a long time. As long as they don’t ask too much, just agree to some 

small requests.” 

“I know.” Daoist Xuan God nodded with a smile. 



“What about the experts? When the news of my Star Palace spread out, there should be many experts 

coming to the Star Palace, right?” Jian Wushuang asked again. 

“Of course, the lowest is a top-tier true treasure, followed by a top-tier true treasure or even a supreme 

true treasure as a reward. How can the Principles Masters in this Star Field, including the Rulers, resist 

the temptation? 

“It has only been a few decades, but many experts have come in person or sent messages to our Star 

Palace, agreeing to fight for our Star Palace.” 

“This is only the beginning. I estimate that more and more experts will be invited later. In addition, the 

Divine Beginning Realm has relied on the Triple Dao world to produce far fewer experts. When the Devil 

Cloud Star Army arrives, our side will be able to gather an army of hundreds of thousands of Principles 

Masters!” Daoist Xuan God said. 

“Hundreds of thousands of Principles Masters?” Jian Wushuang nodded slightly. This number was within 

his expectations. 

“Stone Fire, how are your preparations for the Battle Formation?” Jian Wushuang looked at Stone Fire, 

who was beside him. 

“Master, the battle formation used by the Principles Masters is easy to solve. I have prepared a total of 

four battle formations. These four battle formations are used by different numbers of people, and their 

power is different. The simplest battle formation only needs 1,000 Principles Masters to work together. 

After the formation is completed, the battle strength of this 1,000-man battle formation is definitely 

above that of a first-level Ruler. Even an ordinary second-level Ruler would have to retreat in the face of 

such a 1,000-man battle formation.” 

“As for the second battle formation of a higher level, it requires 10,000 Principles Masters to work 

together, so its power is naturally stronger…as for the strongest fourth formation, it can be used by 

100,000 Principles Masters.” 

The Ruler Spark slowly explained to Jian Wushuang, and Jian Wushuang was very satisfied. 

It had to be said that the Ruler Spark had prepared a very full battle, and its power was also very 

impressive. 

“Other than the Principles Master army, I have also designed some battle formations for Rulers. One of 

them is called the immortal squall battle formation. This battle formation is extremely powerful, and 

even in the deepest parts of the universe, many of the God kingdoms are quite famous. And this 

immortal squall battle formation has a total of five layers. Each layer is more and more formidable, and 

each layer is more and more terrifying!” 

“When I was in the Army of the divine kingdom, I had some experience with this battle formation. 

However, I could only comprehend the first battle formation, which required 36 experts at the Ruler 

level,” said the Ruler Spark. 

“The Battle Formation?” Jian Wushuang was secretly surprised. 



One battle formation was divided into five different levels, and the requirements were obviously 

different. This battle formation was very famous in the depths of the vast universe, its power could be 

imagined. 

“Thirty-six Rulers…my servants are all very powerful. Each of them has reached the third level, and they 

are the real experts among the third level Rulers. There are more than 36 of them. If I choose 36 of them 

to form this Immortal Dipper Battle Formation, how powerful will it be?” Jian Wushuang asked. 

“Master, this is what I wanted to tell you as well. If master can select thirty-six experts from the slaves to 

cultivate this Immortal Dipper Battle Formation, then even if it’s just the first layer of the formation, 

these slaves don’t need to master it to an extremely high level. As long as they master the basics, with 

the strength of these slaves, they will be able to easily unleash the combat prowess of a fourth-level 

Ruler.” 

“If they have a better grasp of this battle formation, their strength will be stronger by relying on the 

battle formation,” said the Ruler Spark. 

Hearing this, Jian Wushuang could not help but become excited. 

The Devil Cloud Star Master had probably reached the fourth level. None of his slaves were a match for 

the Devil Cloud Star Master in a one-on-one fight. Even if they joined hands, they might not be able to 

fight against the Devil Cloud Star Master, however, if they could use the battle formation to perfectly 

combine the power of these slaves, they might have a chance to fight against him. 

Moreover, the Immortal Dipper Battle Formation was so powerful. 

“Stone Fire, I want you to immediately choose 36 of my slaves to form the Immortal Dipper Battle 

Formation,” Jian Wushuang said. 

“Master, it’s not difficult to form the Immortal Dipper Battle Formation. The key is to master the 

Immortal Dipper Battle Formation at least slightly. Only then can the Immortal Dipper Battle Formation 

have the confidence to fight against Devil Cloud Star Master. However, the Immortal Dipper Battle 

Formation is extremely complicated. It’s not easy to master even the simplest first level battle 

formation.” 

“There are strong and weak slaves under master’s command, and there are also strong and weak slaves. 

The point is that they don’t have much time left. They only have 900 years left. I’m worried that they 

won’t be able to master the Immortal Dipper Battle Formation in such a short time, let alone master it 

to a certain level.” 

“Well…” Jian Wushuang frowned, but suddenly he stared at him and said, “Oh, the Temporal Tower! The 

Temporal Tower in the Temporal Temple!” 

At this moment, Jian Wushuang thought of the Temporal Tower that he had seen in the Temporal 

Temple, and many thoughts immediately appeared in his mind. 

Chapter 3946: Temporal Tower 

 



The Temporal Tower could change the flow of time. Even for the simplest level, it had only been a year 

in the outside world. It was very magical. 

When Jian Wushuang first saw the Temporal Tower, he was very shocked by it. At that time, the 

Temporal Temple Master said that he had personally refined the Temporal Tower. 

However, when he came to the Universe Battlefield and gradually understood the secrets of this Star 

Field and the vast universe, Jian Wushuang knew that the temple master was lying to him. 

Yes, the Temporal Tower had indeed been refined by the temple master, but the temple master had just 

repaired it under the premise that the Temporal Tower already existed. 

This Temporal Tower was a special treasure that the Temporal Temple Master had obtained from the 

Universe Battlefield, and it was still in a damaged stage. 

The Temporal Temple Master had an extremely brilliant way of using Temporal. Under the premise that 

the Temporal Tower already existed, he had managed to restore a portion of the Temporal Tower’s 

power, that was how the three-story Temporal Tower that stood in the Temporal Temple was created. 

“The Temporal Tower can change the flow of time. Although one can hardly sense the principles of 

heaven and earth in the Temporal Tower, the universe principles, and even the Sword Dao can not be 

cultivated and comprehended, it is possible to study something in the Temporal Tower that has nothing 

to do with the outside world and only requires a large amount of time.” 

“For example, formations and some secret skills…” 

“In the outside world, it takes a long time to study a powerful formation, but if you study it in the 

Temporal Tower, the time will be greatly reduced.” 

Jian Wushuang’s eyes slowly lit up. 

“Xuan God, please invite Temporal here,” Jian Wushuang said. 

… 

A few days later, in the secret realm where the Temporal Temple was located in the Divine Beginning 

Realm. 

An exquisite black tower was floating there quietly. The black tower was not tall, but it was divided into 

three levels. 

“Temporal Tower.” 

Looking at the black tower in front of him, Jian Wushuang’s eyes revealed a trace of surprise. 

When he was the Immortal Saint, he knew that the Temporal Tower was very magical, but he had not 

really cultivated in it. 

After all, although time flowed slowly in the Temporal Tower, it was isolated from heaven and earth. It 

could only be used to study some special methods, but it could not be used to cultivate and 

comprehend the principles of Heaven and earth. 



“The Temporal Tower is indeed extraordinary. When I first got it, I thought it was an extremely special 

supreme treasure, or even a principle supreme treasure. However, I found out later that it was not. It 

was just a special treasure in Temporal. Most importantly, it was too damaged. Its internal structure and 

countless formations were damaged by 99%. After I got it, it took me a long time to restore it to its 

current state based on my understanding of Temporal,” Temporal Temple Master said. 

“Temporal, there shouldn’t be any restrictions for us to enter the Temporal Tower to study arrays or 

battle formations, right?” Jian Wushuang asked. 

“There are some restrictions,” Temporal Temple Master said solemnly, “first of all, to keep the flow of 

time in the Temporal Tower running, we need to pay a huge price. If it’s only for the Temporal temple, 

the price is a bit heavy, but for the Star Palace and the entire Divine Beginning Realm, it’s nothing. 

“In addition, the formation of the third level of the Temporal Tower hasn’t been completely completed 

yet, so we can’t let more than one person enter at a time. As for the second and third levels, there are 

no restrictions.” 

Jian Wushuang nodded slightly and said, “Then please do your best to maintain the operation of the 

Temporal Tower for these years.” 

“No problem.” Temporal Temple Master nodded. 

“Demon Dragon.” Jian Wushuang looked behind him at the 36 people, including Demon Dragon Lord. 

He had selected these 36 people from his 41 slaves, including Demon Dragon Lord and Devil Scorpion 

Lord, the two most powerful experts. 

“From today on, you 36 people will enter the second floor of the Temporal Tower and concentrate on 

studying the Immortal Dipper Battle Formation given to you by Stone Fire Star Master. I’ll give you 800 

years at most. In the outside world, 800 years is equivalent to 80,000 years in the space of the second 

floor of the Temporal Tower. You should be able to master the battle formation. After 800 years, you 

can practice it,” Jian Wushuang said. 

“Yes.” The Demon Dragon Lord and the other 36 slaves accepted the order at the same time. 

“Stone Fire, go in with them and help them control the battle formation,” Jian Wushuang instructed. 

“Yes, Master.” The Ruler Star Fire nodded. 

Immediately, the Ruler Star Fire, Demon Dragon Lord, and the other 36 slaves entered the second level 

of the Temporal Tower. 

After they entered the Temporal Tower, Jian Wushuang also walked toward the tower. 

He was going to the third level! 

The third level of the Temporal Tower was a simple open space. Jian Wushuang stood on the open 

space, but he could clearly feel that the time flow in this open space was completely different from the 

outside world. 



“The time flow in the second level of the Temporal Tower is 100 times slower than the outside world, 

and the time flow in the third level is 1,000 times slower!” Jian Wushuang clenched his hands. 

1,000 times the flow of time. 

In other words, he had been cultivating here for 1,000 years, and only one year had passed in the 

outside world. 

Of course, the flaw was that this space was completely isolated from the outside world, so it was 

impossible to comprehend the principles, the universe principles, and even the sword principle. 

However, it was possible to study the absolute arts and perfect the sword formation. 

“I created three sword skills, including the wave light sword skill and the Earth Protection Sword 

Formation, which have been improved into the wave light sword formation and the Earth Protection 

Sword Formation. These two sword formations have been greatly improved under the guidance of the 

Ruler Spark, but they haven’t reached the limit!” Jian Wushuang narrowed his eyes slightly. 

His two sword formations did have a lot of room for improvement. 

Not only the two sword formations, but also the most powerful attack swordsmanship, the obscure 

swordsmanship. In Jian Wushuang’s opinion, it was also possible to evolve into the obscure 

swordsmanship. 

Once the obscure swordsmanship was transformed into a sword formation, his attack power would 

greatly increase. By then, his three sword formations, one to kill, one to trap, and one to defend, would 

have no flaws, then his strength would naturally be different. 

Whether it was evolving or continuing to perfect his sword formation, he needed a lot of time. Staying in 

the eternal tower, the flow of time was 1,000 times slower, this gave him enough time to study his three 

sword formations. 

“Let’s begin.” 

In the space on the third floor of the Temporal Tower, Jian Wushuang had already begun to immerse 

himself in the evolution and perfection of his sword formation. 

Chapter 3947: 400,000 Years 

 

Time passed day by day, year by year. 

In the blink of an eye, 400 years had passed. 

It had been 400 years in the outside world, but Jian Wushuang had studied it for 400,000 years in the 

space on the third floor of the Temporal Tower, where the flow of time slowed down! 

For Jian Wushuang, who had cultivated for less than 200,000 years, the 400,000 years was extremely 

long and boring. However, he had endured it. His goal was to further improve his sword formation, thus, 

he could have a little more confidence when he faced the Devil Cloud Star Master. 



During these 400,000 years, the wave light sword formation and the Earth Protection Sword Formation 

that Jian Wushuang had evolved earlier had become more powerful, especially the wave light sword 

formation, if it was combined with the Divine Devil Heaven Suppressing Formation performed by the 

three Heaven Suppression Tablets, its power would be even stronger. 

As for the other attack sword formation, the obscure sword formation, Jian Wushuang had already 

completed it. Now that it had been perfected step by step, its power had also greatly increased. 

After reaching this step, logically speaking, Jian Wushuang did not have much room for improvement, 

but he was still meditating in the Temporal Tower. 

Until the 410th year, which meant the 410,000 years in the Temporal Tower. 

“My young friend,” the Temple Master’s voice suddenly sounded in the third level of the Temporal 

Tower. 

“Temporal, what’s the matter?” Jian Wushuang raised his head slightly. 

“The Xuan God sent a message, saying that the first Pavilion Master of the Nine Emperor Pavilion, Ruler 

Chenyun, is now in Star Palace,” the Temple Master said. 

“Ruler Chenyun?” Jian Wushuang’s expression changed. “Ruler Chenyun said that he would send me all 

the treasures I bought in the Nine Emperor Pavilion within 500 years. It has been 410 years. It seems 

that all the treasures have arrived.” 

Since Ruler Chenyun had arrived, Jian Wushuang did not intend to continue studying in the tower. 

Instead, he immediately left the tower and headed for Star Palace. 

In the Magnificent Palace of Star Palace. 

Daoist Xuan God and the Heaven-cleaving Alliance Master were sitting on their thrones, while Ruler 

Chenyun was sitting opposite them. 

As for the other two masters of Star Palace, the Temporal Temple Master and the Heaven Ancestor, 

they were all in the Divine Beginning Realm and had no consciousness incarnations. 

“Xuan God, you and I have met several times before. Back then, you even came to my Nine Emperor 

Pavilion to exchange treasures. I remember the first time I saw you, you seemed to have been forced 

into a sorry state by your enemies. But now, you seem to be very glorious. I heard that your combat 

power is now comparable to that of a top-tier Ruler, and you even have several supreme true treasures 

in your hands. Tsk, tsk, I’m afraid that not many people in this Star Field are your match now.” 

Ruler Chenyun laughed, but his words were filled with a hint of flattery. 

“Ruler Chenyun, you must be joking. In terms of power, you are far more powerful than me. As for the 

current glory of our Star Palace, that is only because a powerful genius has appeared in our Star Palace. 

I, as the palace lord, am only relying on the good fortune of my young friend, the Heavenly Marquis.” 

Daoist Xuan God laughed as well, he felt extremely happy in his heart. 

Being praised depended on the person. 



If the person standing in front of Daoist Xuan God was a Principles Master, or a Ruler of ordinary power, 

then Daoist Xuan God would not care about such praise. 

However, the person who was praising him in front of him was Ruler Chenyun. 

As the first pavilion lord of the Nine Emperor Pavilion, he was definitely one of the most powerful 

figures in this Star Field. Naturally, Daoist Xuan God felt happy at the praise of such an expert. 

This meant that the current Star Palace was indeed powerful enough. It was so powerful that even Ruler 

Chenyun had to be polite to it. 

“Oh, right. Xuan God, did you know that not long ago, that person from the Ancient Night Demon Palace 

left this Star Field?” Ruler Chenyun suddenly said. 

“Demon Monarch Ancient Night? He left?” Daoist Xuan God was startled. 

Although the Star Palace’s power had been increasing at a terrifying rate over the past few years, almost 

every day, the Principles Masters and even Rulers would come knocking on their doors and agree to 

fight for the Star Palace. In just a few centuries…now, the overall power of Star Palace had reached an 

incredible level. 

To put it bluntly, over 50% of the power of this Star Field was already on Star Palace’s side. 

There was no other way. The Temptation of top-tier true treasures, pinnacle true treasures, and even 

supreme true treasures was irresistible in this Star Field. 

However, although Star Palace was extremely powerful and gradually suppressed Demon Monarch 

Ancient Night’s Ancient Night Demon Palace, Demon Monarch Ancient Night was still a top-tier power in 

this Star Field. Under the premise that Star Palace didn’t make a move…no one in this Star Field could 

rival it. 

But now, the Demon Monarch had left this Star Field. 

“The departure of the Demon Monarch might have something to do with the experts brought back by 

the Heaven Marquis,” Daoist Xuan God could not help thinking. 

He was right. Under normal circumstances, the Demon Monarch had just come out of the Eternal Dark 

Prison and had not enjoyed many happy days, so he was not in a hurry to leave. 

However, after Jian Wushuang entered the Eternal Dark Prison and brought back a large number of 

experts, Demon Monarch Ancient Night could no longer sit still. 

After all, any one of the experts Jian Wushuang brought back could easily kill him. Any one of them was 

an existence that he looked up to. 

Although he knew that these experts were now Jian Wushuang’s servants and listened to his orders, he 

could not guarantee that Jian Wushuang would loosen the restrictions on these experts. If any of them 

disliked him, they might kill him directly. 

After all, he was just a master at the peak of the second level, but he had created a great force in this 

Star Field and became an Ruler. He was very happy, but these stronger third level experts…even Demon 



Dragon Lord and Devil Scorpion Lord, who were once eternal prison monarch, could only become 

servants and follow Jian Wushuang’s orders. 

Such a completely different treatment would inevitably make these people feel unbalanced and jealous. 

Therefore, it was wise for Demon Monarch Ancient Night to choose to leave this Star Field. 

“Well? The Heaven Marquis has returned to Star Palace.” Daoist Xuan God suddenly raised his head. 

“Is he back?” Ruler Chenyun’s eyes lit up, and he immediately stood up. 

Soon, Jian Wushuang appeared in the hall. 

“Ruler Chenyun.” 

Jian Wushuang greeted Ruler Chenyun with a smile. As for Daoist Xuan God and the Heaven-cleaving 

Alliance Master, he just nodded. 

“Blood Sword Master, I heard that you’ve been cultivating in the Divine Beginning Realm for years. I 

hope I didn’t disturb you,” Ruler Chenyun said. 

“My strength has reached a bottleneck. Even though I’ve been cultivating all these years, my progress 

has been very slow. There’s no need to disturb me. I hope you’ve come to bring me good news, Ruler 

Chenyun.” Jian Wushuang smiled at Ruler Chenyun. 

Chapter 3948: The Third Level of the Supreme Immortal Celestial Body 

 

“Blood Sword Master, I’ve brought everything you asked for. As promised, I’ll deliver it to you within 500 

years.” 

Ruler Chenyun did not disappoint Jian Wushuang. He took out an interspatial ring and handed it to Jian 

Wushuang. 

Jian Wushuang took it and scanned it with his consciousness. His eyes immediately lit up. 

Inside the interspatial ring were the Gold-Fire Magic Stone, Ice Essence Crystal, Blood-Dragon Crystal, 

and other special gems he had bought in the Nine Emperor Pavilion, he also needed many special 

treasures to cultivate the second and third levels of the supreme immortal celestial body, including the 

extremely special gold-origin divine fruit. 

“The Nine Emperor Pavilion hasn’t disappointed me,” Jian Wushuang said. 

“Of course,” Ruler Chenyun said with a smile, “by the way, the Nine Emperor Pavilion has been paying 

attention to the movement of the Devil Cloud Star for years. Not long ago, we received intelligence that 

the Devil Cloud Star Army stopped for a short period of time when they passed by a Star Field. Of 

course, they didn’t stay for a long time, less than a year. As for the purpose of their stay, we don’t know 

yet. The Nine Emperor Pavilion will help you figure it out as soon as possible.” 

“Thank you.” Jian Wushuang thanked him. 



“You’re welcome. Blood Sword Master, you’re a friend of the Nine Emperor Pavilion. It’s nothing.” Ruler 

Chenyun said humbly, “If there’s nothing else, I’ll take my leave.” 

“Chenyun, I’ll see you off.” Daoist Xuan God immediately stood up to see him off. 

Jian Wushuang stood where he was and looked at the interspatial ring in his hand, his eyes shining 

brightly. 

Not long after, Jian Wushuang returned to the Temporal Tower. 

Time flowed slowly in the Temporal Tower. Not only could it be used to study formations, but it could 

also be used to cultivate secret skills. 

“Devil Flame, 30 Gold-Fire Magic Stones, 50 Ice Essence Crystals, and 300 Blood-Dragon Crystals. I’ll 

send them into the blood-red gourd now. You can devour and absorb them yourself,” Jian Wushuang 

said. 

“Sure.” Devil Flame nodded with a hint of excitement in his voice, “Don’t worry, master. With these 

crystals, my gold-devouring divine body will recover to 20% of its peak soon. By then, my soul will be 

able to control this divine body and at least recover to the peak of the third-level. However, with my 

skills, even if I’m only at the peak of the third-level, I can still exert the battle strength of a fourth-level 

Ruler.” 

“As for the Devil Cloud Star Master, he must have just reached the fourth level. I’m 90% sure that I can 

defeat him. As for killing him, I’m not less than 50% sure.” 

“Well, then you work hard.” Jian Wushuang was quite satisfied with Devil Flame’s answer. 

90% defeat and nearly 50% kill was already very high. It was worth it for him to pay a great price to get 

these special crystals for Devil Flame. 

After Jian Wushuang put the Gold-Fire Magic Stone, Ice Essence Crystal, and Blood-Dragon Crystal into 

the blood-red gourd, he sat down cross-legged. 

With a wave of his sleeve, one special treasure after another appeared in front of him. 

There were dozens of different kinds of treasures, all of which were used to assist in cultivating the 

second level of the supreme-level undying celestial body. 

“Let’s begin.” 

Jian Wushuang’s face was solemn. 

The supreme immortal celestial body was an internal star secret skill of the Lingyun Star Branch. It was a 

high-level secret skill that could even be cultivated by an expert of the supreme realm. It would be of 

great use to an expert of the supreme realm if he succeeded in cultivating it. 

Jian Wushuang could cultivate the first three levels at the same time as he was now a Principles Master. 

It had taken him a lot of time just to cultivate the first level. Naturally, it would take him longer to 

cultivate the second and third levels. 



Fortunately, he was in the Temporal Tower, so the flow of time was 1,000 times slower than in the 

outside world. Otherwise, even if he got these treasures, Jian Wushuang was not confident that he 

could complete the second and third levels of the supreme immortal body before the arrival of the Devil 

Cloud Star Army, he had completed the second and third levels of the supreme immortal body. 

Time passed. It had been 3,000 years in the Temporal Tower and only three years in the outside world. 

Jian Wushuang had already completed the second level of the supreme immortal body, buzz, buzz, buzz. 

Jian Wushuang was still sitting cross-legged on the open space on the third level of the Temporal Tower. 

His divine body was trembling slightly, but Jian Wushuang could clearly sense that his divine body was 

emitting an extremely powerful aura, an extremely powerful aura. 

Yes, it was powerful, powerful! 

The first level of the supreme eternal celestial body allowed Jian Wushuang’s divine body to directly rival 

that of an elementary universe supreme treasure. 

Now that he had cultivated the second level, Jian Wushuang carefully examined and tested it. He 

estimated that his divine body could already match that of an ordinary top-tier supreme treasure. 

“A divine body that matches that of a top-tier universe supreme treasure.” Jian Wushuang narrowed his 

eyes slightly. 

Under normal circumstances, the first level of the supreme imperishable body was the entry level, and it 

could only match that of an elementary universe supreme treasure. If he succeeded in cultivating the 

second level, his divine body could generally reach that of an advanced universe supreme treasure, and 

there were a few who had a solid foundation, those with strong physiques could reach the level of a top-

tier supreme treasure. 

Jian Wushuang was obviously a person with a strong foundation and an extremely strong physique. 

Once he completed the second level, his divine body would directly be comparable to a top-tier 

supreme treasure. 

“This is only the second level. Next, it will be the third level.” Jian Wushuang’s eyes shone with a fierce 

light. He waved his sleeve again, and dozens of different treasures appeared in front of him, the most 

eye-catching one was the golden divine fruit. 

The golden origin divine fruit was extremely valuable. 

Just by consuming it, one’s divine body could be greatly strengthened. It was also a rare treasure in the 

vast universe. Many masters in the fourth or even the fifth level longed for such a treasure, it was used 

to strengthen their divine bodies. 

If the golden origin divine fruit was refined into elixirs with some special techniques or cultivated with 

secret skills, the effect would be better. 

Now, the golden origin divine fruit was the most important part of the many treasures Jian Wushuang 

needed to cultivate the third level of the supreme immortal body. 

In the Temporal Tower, Jian Wushuang cultivated the third level of the supreme immortal body again. 



It took him more time to cultivate the third level than the second level. It took him 8,000 years, but it 

only took him eight years in the outside world. 

“I’ve succeeded in cultivating the third level of the supreme immortal body.” 

Jian Wushuang clenched his hands. He could feel that his divine body had undergone a huge 

transformation. His eyes were filled with unconcealable joy and excitement. 

He could feel that after cultivating the third level of the supreme immortal body, his divine body had 

become dozens of times stronger than before. 

If his previous divine body was only barely comparable to a top-tier universe true treasure, now his 

divine body was comparable to a supreme true treasure! 

Yes, it was a supreme true treasure. 

The third level of the supreme undying mysterious body was the limit that Principles Masters could 

cultivate, and his divine body was comparable to a supreme universe true treasure! 

This was the limit that Principles Masters could reach in their divine bodies in the vast universe, and this 

divine body was a legend among Principles Masters. But now, Jian Wushuang had achieved it. 

Chapter 3949: Dealing With Devil Cloud Star Master 

“A divine body comparable to a supreme true treasure. It’s much stronger than before,” Jian Wushuang 

murmured. 

Before, he had only cultivated the first stage, and his divine body was comparable to a primary true 

treasure. Now, it was a supreme true treasure, separated by several levels. How could it be the same? 

Now, he had such a terrifying and tyrannical divine body. If he encountered a first-level Ruler, Jian 

Wushuang would not even need to move, even if a superior Ruler personally attacked him. He would 

allow his opponent to attack him, but if he was struck by Jian Wushuang, he would not even need to 

move, at most, it would only tickle him. 

After all, in this Star Field, the highest-level divine weapon used by the Rulers was the supreme universe 

true treasure. 

The strongest universe supreme treasure was so tough that a full-strength attack from a first-level Ruler 

would not be able to shake it at all. 

Even his slaves, who were all third-level Rulers and were extremely powerful among the third-level 

masters, were not able to hurt Jian Wushuang even if he did not attack or block them, these slaves 

would not cause him much harm. If he wore the supreme-grade supreme treasure armor, ice soul 

armor, these slaves would find it even harder to hurt him. 

Moreover, his divine body was comparable to a supreme supreme treasure, which not only improved his 

divine body’s strength and protective ability, but the power contained in such a powerful divine body 

was also ridiculously strong. 



After all, Jian Wushuang was only a Principles Master. In terms of divine power, he had always been at 

an absolute disadvantage compared to other Rulers. 

Even though he was a perfect life form, his divine power was only comparable to that of a primary Ruler 

of the first level. Even though he had used many secret skills and the power of his will, which was given 

by the universe principles, his divine power was still very weak and could only reach the second level. 

With the help of the Wu weeping divine sword, he could only reach the peak of the second level. 

But this was his limit, unless he used the dragon-exterminating secret skill to burn his divine power. 

But now, Jian Wushuang’s divine body, which was at the most powerful supreme treasure level, was no 

weaker than the Ruler, who was at the peak of the first level. 

With the use of many secret skills, his divine power could reach the peak of the second level. With the 

help of the Wuqi Divine Sword, his power should be comparable to that of a third-level Ruler. 

This was undoubtedly a huge improvement in his overall strength. 

“The three sword formations I created are very exquisite. After years of studying in the eternal tower, I 

have improved them to the extreme. The sword formations are extremely powerful. Now that my divine 

power has increased, the three sword formations will be even more terrifying.” Jian Wushuang clenched 

his hands. 

His own strength was also very important in the upcoming battle with the Devil Cloud Star. 

After knowing that the Devil Cloud Star Army would arrive in this Star Field within a thousand years, Jian 

Wushuang had already begun to calculate the combat strength and trump cards of his camp. 

On the surface, the Star Palace had gathered a large number of Principles Masters in this Star Field over 

the years. In addition, the Divine Beginning Realm had given birth to a large number of experts with the 

help of the Triple Dao world. When the battle with the Devil Cloud Star began…there would definitely be 

an army of hundreds of thousands of Principles Masters, and these Principles Masters all had top-tier 

true treasures or pinnacle true treasures. 

In addition, these Principles Masters had also formed battle formations, so the combat power they 

could deliver would be even stronger. 

As for Rulers, there were also quite a number of them in his camp, and all of them had supreme true 

treasures. It was even possible that a Ruler might have a few supreme true treasures. 

All of these were power on the surface. 

These powers were not a secret in this Star Field at the moment. Most people knew that when the Devil 

Cloud Star Army arrived, they could ask anyone, they probably knew that the Divine Beginning Realm 

would have an army of so many Principles Masters and many Rulers. 

However, this kind of power on the surface could only deal with the army under Devil Cloud Star. 

Devil Cloud Star was, after all, a second-grade astral world, and it had an extremely high level of combat 

power. Just that Devil Cloud Star Master alone should be a fourth-grade Ruler, and he also had many 

experts under his command, most likely, there were many third-grade and second-grade Rulers. 



The Divine Beginning Realm camp could not resist or even resist the top battle strength of Devil Cloud 

Star. 

However, the Divine Beginning Realm did not show it on the surface, and there were also many hidden 

battle strength. 

Just the 41 slaves that Jian Wushuang brought back from the Eternal Dark Prison alone were powerful 

enough to deal with the Devil Cloud Star Army and other experts apart from Devil Cloud Star Master. 

The existence of these slaves was a secret in the Star Palace, and not many people knew about it. Even if 

Devil Cloud Star could get the news through some means, he could not know the level of the experts 

that Jian Wushuang brought back. 

When the real war broke out, the experts of the two camps would fight each other. If the experts of the 

Divine Beginning Realm were to come out, they would be able to crush the Devil Cloud Star Army. 

However, there was only one person in the camp of Devil Cloud Star that Jian Wushuang feared, and 

that was Devil Cloud Star Master. 

After all, he was a fourth-level master. Even if he had just made a breakthrough, he would not be easy to 

deal with. 

Jian Wushuang was also prepared for Devil Cloud Star Master’s methods. He now had three great battle 

forces and two trump cards, which were used to deal with Devil Cloud Star Master. 

The first battle power was himself! 

He was undoubtedly the strongest in the Divine Beginning Realm. 

When he was in the Eternal Dark Prison, he had obtained three Heaven Suppression Tablets, used the 

Divine Devil Heaven Suppressing Formation, and used his own sword formation. He already had the 

strength to kill the Demon Dragon Lord. 

Now, he had spent more than 400,000 years in the eternal tower to study and develop the three sword 

formations. They were extremely powerful, and he had cultivated the supreme eternal celestial body to 

the third level, which was comparable to the divine body of the most powerful supreme treasure, his 

strength had soared again. 

Now, if he used the Divine Devil Heaven Suppressing Formation with all his strength, he was confident 

that he could fight Devil Cloud Star Master head-on. Even if he could not defeat him, he would be able 

to trap him with the sword formation. 

Even if Devil Cloud Star Master’s strength was beyond his expectations, Jian Wushuang could just use 

the dragon-exterminating secret skill and burn his divine power to increase his strength again. By then, 

he could also fight Devil Cloud Star Master head-on. 

If Devil Cloud Star Master’s strength was lower than he expected, he could kill Devil Cloud Star Master 

on the spot by using the dragon-exterminating secret skill and controlling the sword formation with all 

his strength. 

Chapter 3950: Spending Time With His Family 



 

Jian Wushuang alone had the ability to fight against the Devil Cloud Star Master Star. 

The second most powerful battle force was the Immortal Dipper Battle Formation formed by his 36 

slaves. 

The Immortal Dipper Battle Formation was the strongest battle formation that the Master of stone 

Spark could produce. It only required 36 masters to work together, and his 36 slaves all had the battle 

strength of third-level masters, when the 36 slaves worked together in the battle formation, their battle 

strength could reach the fourth level in a short time, and they were even very powerful among the 

fourth level masters. 

Over the years, the 36 slaves had stayed in the Temporal Tower to meditate on the battle formation, 

and they had basically mastered it. 

It meant that the battle formation would be able to operate when the battle on the Devil Cloud Star 

broke out. 

As for the third battle strength, it was Devil Flame… 

At the peak of Devil Flame, he was a master at the ultimate level. Although he only had a soul body now, 

his gold-swallowing divine body had begun to be rebuilt. He relied on the Gold-Fire Magic Stone, Ice 

Essence Crystal, and Blood-Dragon Crystal that Jian Wushuang had bought from the Nine Emperor 

Pavilion, Devil Flame’s gold-swallowing divine body could recover to 20%. By then, Devil Flame’s soul 

body would dominate the gold-swallowing divine body, which was also a fourth-level master’s battle 

strength. 

According to what Devil Flame said, he was 90% sure that he could defeat the Devil Cloud Star Master, 

and he was almost 50% sure that he could even kill him. 

Jian Wushuang, Devil Flame, and 36 slaves formed an Immortal Dipper Battle Formation. These were the 

three strongest battle forces that Jian Wushuang could use, which were enough to compete with the 

Devil Cloud Star Master. 

In addition, Jian Wushuang had two trump cards. 

These two trump cards were naturally the bamboo leaf and blood pill that Wind Devil gave him. 

These two trump cards could be said to be two killing moves that could be used at critical moments to 

kill the Devil Cloud Star Master. 

Of course, bamboo leaf was fine, but the blood pill…Wind Devil said that he would pay a huge price if he 

swallowed the blood pill and might even die. Jian Wushuang did not doubt it. Therefore, the blood 

pill…it was definitely his last choice. He would not use it unless it was absolutely necessary, but he would 

fight with Devil Cloud Star Master. 

Three battle strength and two killing moves. This was everything that Jian Wushuang had prepared. 

He believed that the methods he had prepared should be enough to deal with Devil Cloud Star Master. 



If even these methods could not deal with Devil Cloud Star Master, then he had no other way. 

“Phew!” 
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Jian Wushuang exhaled and slowly stood up. He looked around at the void. 

“In the past years in the eternal tower, I have improved everything that I can. Even if I continue to stay 

here to cultivate, I’m afraid it won’t help me much. Instead, it’s a waste of time. It’s time to leave.” 

Jian Wushuang smiled faintly and then left the tower. 

After leaving the tower, Jian Wushuang did not go to the Star Palace. Instead, he chose to return to the 

Eternal Saint World. 

In the Eternal Saint World, Jian Wushuang’s family lived here. 

“Father, mother.” 

Jian Wushuang stood in front of his parents, who had been here for two lifetimes. 

“Shuang ‘er, I heard that the Divine Beginning Realm will suffer a catastrophe soon. It’s hard to predict 

whether they will live or die. Now, the top experts of the Divine Beginning Realm have gathered 

together and are trying to increase their strength in preparation for the upcoming war. You are now one 

of the leaders of the Divine Beginning Realm. Why didn’t you prepare for the war? Why did you come 

back?” Jian Nantian frowned. 

“I’ve prepared everything I can for this battle, and my strength has reached a bottleneck. I can’t improve 

in a short period of time. Therefore, I’m afraid that I won’t be able to improve even a little bit in the next 

few hundred years even if I concentrate on cultivating. I might as well spend some time with you.” Jian 

Wushuang smiled. 

Filial piety was the first priority! 

Jian Wushuang had been working hard and making preparations for the upcoming disaster in the Divine 

Beginning Realm, but he had not been able to spend time with his family. Even his wife had been 

separated for so long, he had only spent a few thousand years alone with his wife. 

But now, the real disaster was coming. What Jian Wushuang wanted to do most was to spend time with 

his family. 

“Child, now that the Divine Beginning Realm is in danger, the first thing you should think about is how to 

deal with this disaster.” Luo Xinqin walked up and muttered a few words, but the smile on her face 

showed that she was still very happy. 

“In the next few hundred years, our family will take a good look around the Divine Beginning Realm. 

Shuang ‘er, what do you think?” Jian Wushuang looked at the peerless beauty beside him with a gentle 

gaze. 

“I’ll listen to you, husband.” Leng Rushuang smiled. 



For Leng Rushuang, the safety of the Divine Beginning Realm was not important. What she really cared 

about was that she could stay by Jian Wushuang’s side. That was enough. 

“Let’s go. Call Uncle Xiao and the others, as well as Big Brother Wang Yuan, Second Brother, and Fourth 

Brother. We’ll set off together.” Jian Wushuang smiled. 

“Okay.” 

Everyone responded. 

Soon, more than 100 people were sent out. 

Among them were Jian Wushuang’s family and friends, his disciples, and their children. 

More than 100 people began to travel in a warship that could fly in the Divine Beginning Realm. 

They traveled from the Eternal Saint World to the third heaven and then to the endless territory. 

There were no obstacles along the way, and no one or anything disturbed them. Jian Wushuang gave up 

cultivation and spent hundreds of years with his wife, he spent time with his family and friends. 

They traveled around the world and saw all kinds of things. If they were bored, they would stop in a 

territory and live there for ten or dozens of years. They lived a very happy and warm life. 

Unfortunately, such a happy and warm life did not last long, only 530 years. 

One day, 530 years later, the Chenyun Ruler sent a message to Jian Wushuang, “Blood Sword Master, 

the universe boat that Devil Cloud Star Master is on has arrived near this Star Field. It will be here in a 

month at most.” 

“Is it finally here?” 

Jian Wushuang narrowed his eyes and looked at his family and friends. 

“Sorry, I have to leave now.” 

Hearing Jian Wushuang’s words, the warship, which had been laughing and laughing, suddenly turned 

cold. 

They all knew that the happy and warm days of hundreds of years had come to an end. 

As for whether they would still have such days, it would depend on the outcome of the next big battle. 

 


